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University
Students  go on to study a wide 

range of courses such as:  
- Policing
- Teaching
- Nursing 
- Social Work
- Teaching
- Journalism 

Apprenticeship
Health and Social Care
Careers
Teacher
Nurse
Journalist
Social worker  

YEAR

12

YEAR

13

Sociology students will learn the fundamentals of the subject and develop skills valued by higher education (HE) and 
employers, including critical analysis, independent thinking and research.
HGSA follows the AQA Specification and the papers are :
- Paper 1 Education with methods in context
- Paper 2 Topics in Sociology- Families and Household and Beliefs 
- Paper 3 – Crime and Deviance with Theory and Methods 

Couples and roles

Childhood

Theories of the family
Demography

Changing family patterns
Family diversity

Families and 
Social Policy

Questionnaires

Experiments

Interviews

Observation

Secondary sources sources 

End of Year 12 exams ( AS 
Paper 2)

One lesson a 
week in Year 13 is 
a ‘ flashback’ 
revision lesson

Theories of religion

Religion and Social 
Change

Religion renewal and 
choice 

Organisations, movements and 
members

Ideology and Science 

Religion in a global context 

Secularisation

Teacher 2- Family, research 
methods , beliefs in Society and the 
flashback revision lessons

End of Year 12 exams ( AS 
Paper 1)

Methods in context- Education 

Education policy and inequality  

The role of education in Society 

Gender differences in education 

Ethnic differences in achievement

Class differences : internal and 
external factors 

Sociological 
theories of crime

Explaining the Social 
distribution of crime 

Class , Power and crime

Crime and the media

Globalisation, green crime, 
human right s and state crime

Sociology and Social Policy

Globalisation, modernity 
and Postmodernity

Functionalist, Marxism, feminist and action 
theories 

Objectivity and values

Control, punishment and 
victims

Sociology and Science

Teacher 1- Education, Methods 
in context, crime and deviance 
and theory and methods 

Introduction to Sociology


